Abstract: When UAV works on the end of the task path, or affected by waves transmission environment and the influence of the electromagnetic interference, the signal of receiver will be made low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) signal and the phase lock loop (PLL) using for carrier extraction will performance serious decline or loss locks. Therefore, in order to ensure UAV completed a predefined task successfully, low SNR carrier recovery has become one of the key technologies in the UAV data chain. In this paper, based on the basic concept of cyclic spectral analysis, we research and give the cyclic autocorrelation function and the cyclic spectral density function of the BPSK modulation signal. We emphasis a computer simulation method based on the time-smoothing FFT accumulation method and use this method to verify cyclic spectral analysis is still effective to estimate the carrier frequency when the SNR is -10 dB.
Introduction
The communication signal of UAV data chain is always a modulated signal, so carrier recovery in most cases has played a very significant role. But when the signal is a low signal-to-noise ratio signal, the phase lock loop for carrier extraction performances serious decline or loss locks. Usually in the loop, 6 dB SNR of the loop is regarded as the threshold of loss locks [1] . In order to ensure UAV completed a predefined task successfully in the low signal-to-noise ratio circumstances, carrier frequency extraction effectively has become one of the key technologies in the UAV data chain.
Since the development of the cyclic spectral concepts [2, 3] by Gardner in the early 1980s, cyclostationary signal processing technique have been extensively used in the signal processing system of communications, radar, and sonar etc., such as spread spectrum communication signal detection and recognition, radar signal detection and parameter estimation, modulation recognition and so on. Cyclostationary signal processing is examining the signal from the time-frequency domain to the frequency-cycle frequency domain. As for white Gaussian noise, its cyclic spectral density is zero at nonzero cycle frequency, in other words, the noise is uncorrelated. Therefore, in order to get rid of noise influence effectively in the parameter estimation, this paper uses cyclostationary signal processing technique to estimate carrier frequency in the low signal-to-noise ratio condition of UAV data chain.
Fundamentals of Cyclostationary
Generally, the cyclostationary signal is also called periodicity stationary signal, which statistical properties are periodically varying or multi-periodically varying. Now we consider ( ) x t as a cyclostationary signal and consider T as the length of the time series. The cyclic autocorrelation function is given by [3] / 2 * 2 (1), it is apparent that the cyclic Autocorrelation is actually multiplying autocorrelation function of signal and different coefficient in different cyclic frequency.
As is known that the power spectral density is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, according to this method [4] , the spectral correlation density is also obtained from the Fourier transform of the cyclic autocorrelation function as
where α is the cycle frequency and ( ) T X f is the Fourier transform of the time domain signal ( ) x u . It's quite clear that Eqs.1 and 2 will degenerate for traditional autocorrelation function and power spectral density when α equals zero, accordingly, the additional variable α leads the time-frequency domain to the frequency-cycle frequency domain. Because majority of UAV have adopted BPSK modulation signal, this paper takes BPSK as an example to estimate carrier frequency based on cyclic spectral analysis. The cyclic spectral expressions of BPSK is given by
T is the chip period and c f is the carrier frequency. In arriving at Eq.3, we can see that the cyclic spectrum of BPSK will appear spectral peak in 2 / is the largest. Estimates of the cyclic spectral density can be obtained via time or frequency-smoothing techniques. Since the signals being analyzed are defined over a finite time interval t ∆ , the cyclic spectral density is only an estimate [5] . An estimate of the cyclic spectral density can be obtained by the time-smoothing method given by
where In the interval t ∆ of signal analysis, the frequency resolution determined by short-time FFT window length, which is
. L is the overlap factor between each short-time FFT. In order to avoid aliasing and cycle leakage on the estimates, the value L is defined as / 4
. In addition, this algorithm must consider a parameter
, which name is Grenander's uncertainty condition [2] . In order to obtain a reliable and accurate result, M must be far greater than the value of 1. It is means that the interval t ∆ must greatly exceed the short-time FFT window length W T . The cycle frequency resolution is determined by the interval t ∆ , defined
The Time-smoothing FFT Accumulation Method
The cyclic spectral calculation is due to calculate in frequency-cycle frequency bi-frequency plane, so it is demanding a large amount of calculation. In order to calculate efficiently and realize hardware system, the effective algorithms are indispensable. The time-smoothing FFT accumulation method is an effective algorithm which can reduce the number of computation. Eqs.4 and 5 can be rewritten to Eqs.6 and 7 in discrete yields
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Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results by using MATLAB to illustrate the cyclic spectral technique used in estimate of BPSK carrier frequency. . In order to prove the cyclic spectral analysis can work more efficiently in low SNR environment, we design the two groups of contrast tests. The first test is an ideal BPSK signal with no noise pollution and the second test is a BPSK signal with white Gaussian noise which SNR is -10dB. The simulation results are shown in Figure 3 and 
Summary
This paper introduces the basic theories of the cyclic spectral density and realizes the computer simulations of BPSK signal by using the time-smoothing FFT accumulation method. The simulation results have proved that in low SNR, cyclic spectral analysis can still identify the carrier frequency effectively. Therefore, cyclic spectral technology will become a novel and effective method in estimating carrier frequency of low SNR signal at UAV data chain.
